Global Education Advisor Council Minutes  
December 1, 2017


The following proposed partnerships were discussed:

Coventry, United Kingdom – Juan Meng  
Nayarit University, Mexico – Guadalupe Quintero  
Kyungpook National University, South Korea – Elizabeth Lohrenz and Glen Poupore  
Nottingham, United Kingdom – Richard Robbins

The Council endorsed the renewal of the agreement with the Catholic University of Daegu.

Browne and DeRuiter suggested that Global Education and/or the Center for Education Abroad and Away should put a calendar of faculty opportunities together and post on one/both of the websites.

Holland and Joiner reviewed protocol for reviewing proposals for travel in countries with travel warnings. State Department will update Travel warning system effective January 1, 2018, which will include a 1-4 scale of warning severity in specific geographic regions.

Daniel Schwartz suggested the following temporary responses to exchange imbalances with FAU, Germany; HSKA, Germany; NEOMA-Rouen, France; HAN-CSET/Open, Netherlands; and Halmstad Sweden. All suggested responses were tabled until further options can be explored.

GEAC council members endorsed the following proposed partnerships:

a) University of Applied Sciences in St. Polten, Austria  
b) University of Applied Sciences Windesheim, Netherlands  
c) Nanjing Institute of Technology, China  
d) Xiangtan University, China  
e) NUI Galway, Ireland  
f) WIT, Ireland

The following updates were given:

a) Julie Frederick is eligible for travel grant  
b) Laura Jacobi will now attend the CIEE Seminar in Brazil

Summer 2018 pilot program to Dominican Republic for underrepresented students was submitted late but the Council approved the program.

Next GEAC meeting will be January 26, 2018.